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We revisit the issue of the complexity of database queries, in the light of the
recent parametric refinement of complexity theory. We show that, if the query size
(or the number of variables in the query) is considered as a parameter, then the
relational calculus and its fragments (conjunctive queries, positive queries) are
classified at appropriate levels of the so-called W hierarchy of Downey and Fellows.
These results strongly suggest that the query size is inherently in the exponent of
the data complexity of any query evaluation algorithm, with the implication becom-
ing stronger as the expressibility of the query language increases. On the positive
side, we show that this exponential dependence can be avoided for the extension of
acyclic queries with { (but not <) inequalities. � 1999 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION

The complexity of query languages has been��next to expressibility��one of the
main preoccupations of database theory ever since the paper by Chandra and
Merlin 20 years ago [5]; see [8, 2] for extensive overviews of the subject. It has
been noted rather early [16] that, when considering the complexity of evaluating
a query on an instance, one has to distinguish between two kinds of complexity:
Data complexity is the complexity of evaluating a query on a database instance,
when the query is fixed, and we express the complexity as a function of the size of
the database. The other, called combined complexity, considers both the query and
the database instance as input variables; the combined complexity of a query
language is typically one exponential higher than data complexity.1 Of the two,
data complexity is widely regarded as more meaningful and relevant to database
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1 A third kind, expression complexity assumes that the database instance is fixed, and is rarely differen-
tiated from the combined complexity.



research, since the query is typically much smaller than the database, and hence,
the query size can be productively assumed to be fixed by comparison.

For a broad range of important query languages (relational languages like con-
junctive queries, first-order, i.e., full relational algebra and calculus, Datalog,
fixpoint logic, as well as constraint languages, i.e., extensions with constraints such
as arithmetic comparisons, linear and polynomial inequalities) data complexity
predicts that the query evaluation problem is perfectly tractable; the complexity
classes spanned by these query languages range from AC0 to P, well within what
is considered satisfactory in complexity theory. These tractability results are often
quoted in the literature to suggest that the corresponding computational problems
are tractable, well-understood, solved, under control. This implication is based on
the thesis, broadly accepted in the theory of algorithms, that, as a rule, polynomial
algorithms that arise in practice are usually fast, practical, with tolerable constant
coefficient and reasonable exponents. Is this conclusion justified in the context of
database query processing?

It seems to us that neither of the two notions of complexity is completely satisfac-
tory. On the one hand, combined complexity is rather restrictive because it treats
queries and databases as part of the input the same way, even though the size q of
queries is typically orders of magnitude smaller than the size n of the database.
Indeed it is for this reason that the study of the complexity of query languages has
mostly concentrated on data complexity. However, on the other hand, polynomial
time in the context of data complexity means time nq, and in fact the known
algorithms that place the above-mentioned languages in P have precisely such a
running time. Moreover, in the case of fixpoint logic, this is known to be inherently
unavoidable [16]. Even though q<<n, it is not reasonable to consider q fixed,
because even for small values of q, a running time of nq hardly qualifies as tractable,
especially in view of the fact that n is typically huge. What should the notion of
complexity be then? What we would like to have is a running time in which n is
not raised to a power that depends on q, i.e., the dependence on n is of the form
nc where c is a constant independent of the query (and hopefully very small).

Let us draw an analogy with the computer-aided verification area. The basic
problem there is the model checking problem: does a given program P (the
``model'') satisfy a desired property , (expressed in some specification language
such as LTL, propositional linear temporal logic). There have been significant
advances in recent years in the development of algorithms and tools in this area,
especially for finite-state programs, which cover an important set of critical applica-
tions. The model-checking problem for finite state programs P and LTL specifica-
tions , is PSPACE-complete. However, usually specifications are rather small (like
queries) and programs are quite large (like databases). Fortunately, it turns out
that the model-checking problem for LTL specification , and program P can be
solved in time exponential in |,| and linear in |P | [11].

Can we hope for such algorithms in the query evaluation of important query
languages? What are natural classes of queries that possess this type of algorithms?
These are the questions we seek to address.

Parametric complexity provides a framework to examine these problems. We
now know that there is a class of reasonably natural problems that do not fall into
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this mold: parametric problems, such as ``does graph G have a clique of size k?'' This
problem, like many others, is currently solvable only by algorithms of complexity
nk. Query evaluation problems lie ominously within the scope of this category, with
query length being the obvious analog of k in the parametric clique problem above.
Researchers in complexity have recently developed a theory of limited nondeter-
minism and fixed-parameter tractability [4, 13, 6] which seeks to make important
distinctions, along the lines suggested above, between problems below NP.

In particular, parametric problems with input, say, (G, k) which are solvable in
polynomial time when k is fixed, can be subdivided into two broad categories:
Those for which the polynomial is of the form n f (k)��i.e., ``has k in the expo-
nent''��and those for which it is of the form g(k) nc for some constant c, called
respectively parametrically (or fixed-parameter) intractable and tractable. It is of
great interest to distinguish between these two categories and to develop rigorous
tools that classify problems with respect to them. Downey and Fellows have intro-
duced a sequence of complexity classes of parametric problems, collectively called
the W hierarchy, which capture reasonably well this important issue [6]. The
classes of the W hierarchy are indexed by the numbers 1, 2, ..., plus two limiting
classes W[SAT] and W[P]. These classes are quite rich in complete problems; the
higher the W class, the less likely that the problem has a polynomial algorithm with
time bound of the form g(k) nc.

A point of this paper is that parametric complexity theory is a productive
framework for studying the complexity of query languages, which puts the well-
known tractability results of the query languages mentioned above under a different
perspective, one that is perhaps more realistic and less confusing and misleading. In
particular, we prove that the parametric versions of the query evaluation problem
for conjunctive queries, positive queries, and first-order queries (i.e., relational
algebra and calculus) are hard for higher and higher levels of the W hierarchy.
Therefore, it is likely that any algorithm for the corresponding query languages
must have the parameter inherently in the exponent; furthermore, this likelihood
increases measurably with the expressibility of the language. At present, this is only
a ``likelihood'' and not a `'proof,'' because proving that these languages are indeed
not parametrically tractable would imply that P{NP and P{PSPACE resolving
longstanding conjectures. For languages with recursion, like fixpoint logic and
Datalog, there is, however, no such obstacle and parametric intractability is
provable: Vardi showed already in [16] that there are fixpoint queries (and the
proof can be adapted for Datalog) such that the query size must inherently appear
in the exponent.

We analyse the complexity of relational queries for two types of parameters: the
query size q and the number of variables v that appear in the query. The latter
parameter is motivated by recent work of Vardi [17], who studied the complexity
of queries assuming that the number of variables v is fixed, while the size of
the query can grow along with the database. He found that this assumption brings the
combined complexity closer to data complexity, namely polynomial time for the
above languages, although the polynomial now has v instead of q in the exponent
of n. Our analysis for the two parameters yields generally similar results (with some
subtle differences).
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Finally, we show a positive result which generalizes the main tractability result
known so far in database theory, namely, that acyclic conjunctive queries can be
evaluated efficiently (even with respect to combined complexity). We show that the
extension of acyclic queries with inequalities (conjuncts of the form x{ y) is
parametrically tractable, in that the queries can be evaluated in time almost linear
in the size of the database and the output, and exponential in the size of the query
or the number of variables (this exponential dependence on the parameter is
unavoidable, as the inequalities turn the combined complexity of the problem from
polynomial to NP-complete). Trying to extend this further to < constraints leads,
however, to parametric hardness.

In the next section we give the necessary definitions from the (evolving) field of
parametric complexity. In Section 3 we give the necessary definitions for applying
this theory to query problems. In Section 4 we prove our classification results.
Finally, in Section 5 we discuss acyclic queries with inequalities.

2. PARAMETRIC COMPLEXITY THEORY

We introduce next the main concepts from the complexity theory of parametric
problems. Our definitions generally follow [6]. A parametric problem is a set L of
pairs (x, k), where x is a string and k is an integer parameter. A parametric
problem is called a fixed parameter ( f.p.) tractable if there is an algorithm A that
determines whether (x, k) # L in time bounded by a function of the form f (k) } |x| c

for some constant c; we will say that A runs in f.p. polynomial time.
Several NP-complete problems when supplied with a meaningful, natural

parameter yield parametric problems that are f.p. tractable. Examples: Given a
graph and k pairs of nodes, are there node-disjoint paths between all pairs of
nodes? [14] Given a graph and an integer k, is there a path of length k in the
graph? [12, 3] Both problems, and many others like them, have algorithms with
running time f (k) } nc, where n is the input size and c is a constant.

In contrast, several other NP-complete problems do not seem to be tractable
when considered as parametric problems with the natural parameter; examples
include important problems such as clique, dominating set, bandwidth, etc. All
these problems are solvable in time growing as O(nk) or a similar function, where
n is the input length and k is the parameter (desired clique size, dominating set size,
and bandwidth size in the three examples above), and, despite considerable effort
to this end, no algorithm for each one of them is known with running time without
k appearing in the exponent.

It would be very interesting to develop a refinement of NP-completeness theory
that anticipates this sophisticated form of apparent intractability. Such a theory
has been emerging from the work of many people, but most recently and notably
Downey and Fellows [6]. There appears to be a hierarchy of parametric problems,
called the W hierarchy, which classifies many of these problems. We first need to
introduce an appropriate notion of reduction (in the literature one finds several
more general kinds of reductions, but the one given next turns out to be the more
useful one, certainly for the purposes of this paper).
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A parametric reduction between two parametric problems A and B is an algo-
rithm which solves any instance (x, k) of A using the answers to several instances
( yi , li) of B, where (1) all li are upper bounded by g(k) (independent of x) for
some function g, and (2) the instances of B and the final answer can be constructed
in time h(k)|x| s, for some function h and integer s. Such reductions are often
parametric transformations, producing for any instance (x, k) of A an equivalent
instance ( y, l) of B, and running in time h(k)|x| s for some function h and integer s.

Consider a Boolean circuit with AND, OR, and NOT gates and one output. We
allow OR and AND gates of unbounded fan-in and fan-out. The circuit is monotone
if it has no NOT gates. The depth of a circuit is the longest path from any input
to the output (where as is the usual convention, we do not count any NOT gates
applied to inputs). Let us now define depth-t weighted satisfiability for
t>1, to be the following parametric problem: Given a depth-t circuit C and an
integer k, is there a setting of the inputs of C with k inputs set to 1 so that the out-
put of C is 1? For t=1 we require that the given circuit C be a 3-CNF formula,
that is, a conjunction of clauses, where each clause is a disjunction of at most three
literals (input variables or their negations). Also, the (unrestricted) weighted
circuit satisfiability is the same problem with no depth restriction: Given
a circuit C and an integer k, is there a setting of the inputs of C with k inputs
set to 1, so that the output of C is 1? Finally, the weighted formula
satisfiability problem is the case where the circuit has fan-out 1 (i.e., it is a
Boolean formula).

We are now ready to define the classes in the W hierarchy; we give the definition
in terms of their complete problems. We define W[t] to be the set of all parametric
problems that reduce to depth-t weighted satisfiability. The limiting
classes W[SAT] and W[P], are the sets of all parametric problems that reduce
respectively to weighted formula and weighted circuit satis-
fiability, with unlimited depth. In [6] it is pointed out that these classes have
many natural complete problems, under parametric reductions. For example, clique
is W[1]-complete and dominating set is W[2]-complete, while bandwidth is
W[t]-hard for all t>0. If a parametric problem is W[t]-hard, this means that it
is very unlikely that it is tractable. The higher the t for which W[t]-hardness is
proved (or, at the limit, W[P]-hardness), the stronger the implication of intrac-
tability.

It should be noted that the W hierarchy, as defined in [6], does not appear to
have the classification power of, say, NP-completeness theory and of the polyno-
mial hierarchy, in that many natural problems are only partially classified, that is,
proved hard for one class and contained in another, higher one (or, as in the case
of bandwidth, W[t]-hard for all t>0 but not known to be in W[P]). This
imperfect classification power is apparent in our results as well.

3. PARAMETRIC COMPLEXITY OF QUERY LANGUAGES

We review briefly first basic definitions on databases and queries. A database
d=[D; R1 , ..., Rm] consists of a domain D and a set of relations R1 , ..., Rm over D.
A query Q is a function that maps a database d to a relation Q(d ) (of certain arity)
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over the same domain D. Queries are specified using query languages. A query
language is capable of expressing a corresponding class of queries.

We will discuss in this paper the following languages (classes of queries): con-
junctive queries, positive queries, first-order queries, and Datalog. Conjunctive
queries correspond to relational calculus with conjunction and existential quan-
tification (or equivalently relational algebra with selection, projection, join, and
renaming). A conjunctive query is a query of the form G=[t0 | _x1 } } }
_xkRi1(t1) 7 } } } 7 Ris(ts)], where G is the new relation defined by the query, t0 is
a tuple made of constants and variables xk+1 , ..., xm , the Rij are database relations
and the t ij are tuples of the appropriate arity consisting of constants and variables
among x1 , ..., xm . We will often write conjunctive queries using the standard rule
notation G(t0) � R i1(t1), ..., Ris(ts), which leaves implicit the existential quantifica-
tion of the variables x1 , ..., xk that appear in the right-hand side (the body
Ri1(t1) } } } Ris(ts)) but not in the left-hand side (the head G(t0)). Positive queries add
disjunction (union in algebra) to the list of operators; i.e., a positive query is of the
form G=[t0 | ,], where , is a formula built from atoms Rij (t j) using _, 7 , and 6 .
First-order queries add negation (set difference in algebra), i.e., , is an arbitrary
first-order formula using the database relations. Datalog adds recursion to the
positive queries; a Datalog query is a set of rules as above, using the relations of
the database (called EDB relations), and new relations (called IDB relations), one
of which is distinguished as the ``goal'' (output) relation of the query. We refer to
the textbooks [15, 2] for a detailed exposition.

In the evaluation problem for a query Q, we are given database d and wish to
compute Q(d ). In the decision problem, we are given in addition to the database d
a tuple t and wish to decide if t # Q(d ). When discussing the complexity of these
problems, we assume a standard encoding of databases and queries. The complexity
of query languages is usually measured in database theory via the decision problem.
The combined complexity of a query language 4 is the complexity of the decision
problem (set) [(Q, d, t) | Q # 4, t # Q(d )]. The data complexity of a query language
4 is the complexity of the sets [(d, t) | t # Q(d )] for queries Q # 4; that is, the query
is regarded as fixed. Thus, for example, the data complexity of a query language 4
is polynomial if there is a function f: 4 � N from queries to positive integers such
that for every Q # 4 there is an algorithm which on input a database d of size n and
a tuple t decides if t # Q(d ) in time O(n f (Q)).

In order to define the parametric complexity of query languages, we must first
decide on the appropriate parameter to use. Two possible parameters come to
mind: the query size q (the length of the string needed to express the query in 4),
and the number of variables v appearing in the query. Another relevant issue is whether
we assume that the schema (set of relations and their arity) is fixed or can vary. The
relationhip between the resulting four parametric problems (the query complexity
problem above parameterized with v as parameter, or with q as parameter, each
with fixed or variable schema) is as depicted in the partial order in Fig. 1.

Proposition 1. If one of the four parametric problems in Fig. 1 is hard for a
class in the W hierarchy, then all problems above it are also hard. If a problem is in
some class in the W hierarchy, then all problems below it are also in the same class.
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FIGURE 1

Proof. The identity map is a valid parametric reduction for all four arcs in the
partial order. K

It turns out that the assumption on the schema makes no difference. We will
show that the upper bounds hold for variable schema, while the lower bounds hold
for a fixed schema.

4. A CLASSIFICATION OF QUERY LANGUAGES

We consider the following query languages: (1) conjunctive queries; (2) positive
queries; (3) first-order queries. All these query languages are known to have data
complexity AC0 (which is contained in LOGSPACE and P).

Theorem 1. The parametric complexity of these query languages is classified as
described in the following table, for both fixed and variable database schemas:

Parameter

Query language Query size q Number of variables v

Conjunctive W[1]-complete W[1]-complete
Positive W[1]-complete W[SAT]-hard

First-order W[t]-hard, all t W[P]-hard

Proof. 1. Conjunctive queries. The lower bounds follow by a simple reduction
from the clique problem, which is known to be W[1]-complete [6]. For any
instance (G, k) of clique we construct a database consisting of one binary relation
G( } , } ) (the graph). The query for parameter k is simply

P � �
1�i< j�k

G(xi , xj).

The goal proposition (0-ary relation) P is true iff G has a clique of size k. The query
size is q=O(k2), while the number of variables is v=k, so this is a reduction to
both problems. Note that this query just asks if the join of a set of binary relations
is empty.
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For the upper bounds, we give first the proof for the case of parameter q. We
show how to transform the decision problem for conjunctive queries to the
weighted satisfiability problem for Boolean formulas in 2-CNF. Consider a con-
junctive query Q, a tuple t, and a database d; recall that the decision problem asks
if t # Q(d ). After substituting the constants of the tuple t in the query Q, the ques-
tion is whether there is an instantiation of the variables of Q such that every atom
of Q maps to a tuple in the database d. For every atom a=Ri ( ) of the query Q
and tuple s of the same relation Ri in the database d that is consistent with a we
have a Boolean variable zas , which intuitively stands for the statement ``a maps to
s.''By ``consistent'' we mean that, if a has a constant in some column (attribute)
then s has the same constant in that column, and if two entries of a are equal, then
the corresponding entries of s are also equal. The set of clauses is defined as follows.
For every atom a of Q and every pair of distinct tuples s{s$ we have a clause
czas 6czas$ . For every pair of atoms a, a$ and corresponding pair of tuples s, s$
(including the case s=s$) such that a and a$ have the same variable in columns j
and j $, respectively, but column j of s is not equal to column j $ of s$, we have
a clause czas 6cza$s$ . The parameter k of the 2CNF-satisfiability problem is
the number of atoms of Q. It is not hard to see that there is an instantiation of the
variables of Q that maps all the atoms to tuples of the database d if and only if
the 2CNF Boolean formula has a satisfying assignment with k true variables. On the
one hand, such an instantiation of Q's variables induces a truth assignment, where
zas is true if atom a of Q is mapped to tuple s of d; clearly the assignment has
exactly k true variables and satisfies all the clauses. Conversely, a satisfying truth
assignment with k true variables must have exactly one true variable zas for each
of the k atoms because of the first set of clauses, and it must induce an instantiation
for the variables of Q that maps each atom a to a tuple s of d because of the second
set of clauses.

Consider now the case where the parameter is v, the number of variables. As
above, let Q be a conjunctive query (with the constants of a candidate answer tuple
t substituted in the atoms), and d a database. In general, the size of Q, as well as
the database schema (the number and arity of relations), may not be bounded by
a function of v. We will transform the query and the database, so that the query
is bounded by such a function and thereby reduce to the parameter q case. For a
subset S=[xi1 , ..., x ir] of the variables, consider the set AS of the atoms of Q that
have exactly this set of variables. Our new query Q$ has one atom RS(xi1 , ..., xir)
for each S such that AS is nonempty, where RS is a new relation scheme of arity
r. Thus, Q$ has size at most 2v. The new database d $ over these relations is con-
structed as follows. Each atom of Q in AS is of the form a=P({), where P is a rela-
tion of the database d and { is a tuple containing the variables xi1 , ..., xir , possibly
with repetitions, and constants. From the database relation P we can compute an
r-ary relation Pa that consists of those instantiations of the tuple of variables
(xi1 , ..., xir) for which the atom a maps to a tuple of P. Relation Pa can be obtained
from P by performing an appropriate selection according to the constants of the
tuple { and the equalities between different columns of {, and then projecting to
keep only one column for each variable. We then let RS be the intersection of the
relations Pa constructed in this manner for all atoms a of AS . We do this for all
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subsets S of variables that appear in atoms of Q. Clearly, the new database d $ can
be constructed in polynomial time from d and Q. By construction, an instantiation
of the variables maps all the atoms of Q to tuples of the database d if and only if
it maps all the tuples of Q$ to tuples of d $.

2. Positive queries. In the parameter q case, the lower bound follows from
part (1). The upper bound of W[1] follows from the well-known fact that we can
transform a positive query into a union (disjunction) of (exponentially many in q)
conjunctive queries; note that in this case we use the full power of parametric reduc-
tions, as opposed to transformations.2

In the parameter v case, the W[SAT] lower bound is by a reduction from the
weighted formula satisfiability problem. Let , be a Boolean formula in
variables x1 , ..., xn , and let k be the parameter. Our database d has binary relations
EQ=[(i, i) | 1�i�n)] and NEQ=[(i, j) | 1�i{ j�n]. Let Q be the positive
query _y1 } } } _yk[�1�i< j�k NEQ( yi , yj)] 7 �, where � is obtained from , by
replacing every positive occurrence of a variable xi by �1� j�k EQ(i, yj) and every
negative occurrence of x i by �1� j�k NEQ(i, yj). Clearly, , has a satisfying truth
assignment with k true variables if and only if the query Q is true of the database d.

Note that in this construction, the query Q is in prenex normal form; i.e., all the
quantifiers appear in the beginning. All queries can be put in prenex normal form,
but this involves renaming of the variables, which in general increases their number
and thus does not preserve the parameter v. It is worth mentioning that for queries
in prenex normal form also the converse upper bound holds; that is, prenex positive
queries under parameter v are in W[SAT] (and hence, W[SAT]-complete).

Let d be a database and Q a prenex positive query, Q=_y1 } } } _yk�, where � is
quantifier-free; we can assume again without loss of generality that Q is closed (has
no free variables), by substituting the constants of a candidate answer tuple t into
the query. We have a Boolean variable zic for i=1, ..., k and every constant c of the
database domain. An instantiation of the variables y1 , ..., yk corresponds to the
truth assignment that assigns zic=1 iff yi is mapped to the constant c. Construct a
Boolean formula , which is a conjunction of the clauses czic 6 czic$ for each
i=1, ..., k and each pair c{c$ of distinct constants, conjuncted with the formula
that is obtained from � by replacing every relational atom a by a corresponding
subformula %a as follows. Let a=R({) where R is a database relation and { a tuple
of variables and constants. The formula %a is of the form �s �j zic , where the dis-
junction ranges over all tuples s of R that agree with the tuple { of the atom a in
all the positions in which { contains a constant, the conjunction ranges over all
positions j in which { does not have a constant but some variable yi , and the
corresponding conjunct is zic , where c is the constant of tuple s in position j. Thus,
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an instantiation to the variables y1 , ..., yk maps the atom a to a tuple of R iff the
corresponding truth assignment satisfies %a . It follows that Q is true for the
database d iff the Boolean formula , has a satisfying truth assignment with k true
variables.

3. First-order queries. The reduction is similar for the two cases. We present
first the parameter v case. The reduction is from the monotone weighted cir-
cuit satisfiability problem, which is known to be W[P]-complete. That is,
we are given a monotone circuit C (one that uses only AND and OR
gates��without negation) and wish to determine whether it has a satisfying input
with k true variables. We can assume that the given circuit alternates between OR
and AND gates and that the output is an OR gate at level 2t. Level 0 contains the
input variables which we consider also as gates. The domain D consists of the gates
of the circuit (i.e., there is one distinct constant for each gate), and the database d
contains only a binary relation C, describing essentially the wiring diagram (dag)
of the given circuit: The relation C contains the pairs (a, b) such that gate a has
gate b as one of its inputs and contains, in addition, the pairs (c, c) for all 0-level
gates c (i.e., input variables).

Define inductively the following sequence of first-order queries for the even (OR)
levels of the circuit

%0(x)=[C(x, x1) 6 C(x, x2) 6 } } } 6 C(x, xk)],

%2i (x)=_y[C(x, y) 7 \x(cC( y, x) 6 %2i&2(x)].

Finally, the query is

Q=_x1_x2 } } } _xk%2t(o),

where o is the constant standing for the output gate. (Note: %2t is expanded fully
using inductively the previous formulas in the sequence; the formula of the query
has size O(t+k) and uses k+2 variables.) Notice that a fixed schema (only a
binary relation) is required.

Suppose that Q is true; thus, there is a mapping { of the variables x1 , ..., xk to
gates such that %2t(o) is true for this mapping. Let B be the set of input gates that
are the image of one of the xi 's; clearly |B|�k (the inequality may be strict because
some variables xi are mapped to noninput gates or to the same gate, but this does
not matter). Consider the input {$ to the circuit which sets to 1 the inputs in B and
to 0 the rest of the inputs. From the definition of %0(x), this formula is true for a
0-level gate x (under the given mapping { of the existential variables) iff x in B, i.e.,
iff the corresponding circuit gate is 1. Inductively, it is easy to see that this holds
for any OR gate; i.e., an OR gate x at level 2i is 1 under the input {$ if and only
if %2i (x) is true for the mapping { of the x i 's. This follows immediately from the
definition of %2i (x), given that it holds for the level 2i&2. Since %2t(o) is true for
the mapping {, the corresponding input {$ satisfies the circuit. If {$ has less than k
true input variables, we can augment it arbitrarily to a satisfying input assignment
with exactly k true inputs (because the circuit is monotone).
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Conversely, suppose that the circuit has a satisfying input {$ with k variables set
to 1. Map the existential variables x1 , ..., xk of the query to these input variables
(0-level gates). Again, by the same inductive argument, an OR gate x at level 2i is
1 under the input { if and only if %2i (x) is true for this mapping of the existential
variables. Since the output gate o evaluates to 1, it follows that Q is true.

The parameter q case follows by the same reduction because the monotone
depth-t weighted circuit satisfiability problem is W[t]-complete for
every even t [6]. K

Downey, Fellows, and Taylor [7] independently studied recently similar ques-
tions (following our suggestion in [19] for investigating query complexity in this
framework); they studied the parameter q case, proving similar results. They show
W[1]-completeness for positive queries (they give the same simple reduction from
clique, although their upper bound proof is much more complicated and involves
a new characterization for W[1]). For first-order queries, they show completeness
for another, more general class called AW[*], which extends W[t]. Briefly, the dif-
ference is that, instead of asking whether there exists a satisfying assignment with
k true input variables for a given depth-t circuit C, the input variables of the circuit
are partitioned into r sets (r is the parameter) V1 , ..., Vr , each with an associated
quantifier Qi=_ for odd i and Qi=\ for even i, and the question is whether
_x1 # V1 , \x2 # V2 , ..., Qrxr # Vr such that C accepts the input with x1 , ..., xr true
and the other input variables false. It is easy also to adapt the reduction of
Theorem 1 to this problem (using a more general quantifier prefix instead of just an
existential one).

There is another class called AW[P] that extends W[P] in a similar manner, by
allowing alternating quantification, instead of only existential (see [1] or the
Appendix to [6]). It consists of the problems that can be reduced to the following
parametric problem: Given a monotone circuit C (no depth restriction), whose
input variables are partitioned into r sets V1 , ..., Vr , each with an associated quan-
tifier Qi=_ for odd i and Qi=\ for even i, and integer ki , the question is whether
_ subset of size k1 of V1 , \ subsets of size k2 of V2 , ..., Qr subset of size kr of Vr ,
such that C accepts the input with the input variables in these subsets assigned true
and the other input variables false. The parameter k here is the sum of the ki 's. It
is easy to adapt the reduction of Theorem 1 to show that the parameter v case of
first-order queries is AW[P]-hard. The k query variables x1 , ..., xk are indexed as
xij , 1�i�r, 1� j�ki , corresponding to the sets V1 , ..., Vr . The quantifier prefix of
the query becomes Q1x11 } } } Qrxrkr

. The body is [%2t(o) 7 i [�i | Q i=_]] 6

c[�i [�i | Qi=\]], where �i is a formula stating that the variables x ij of the i th
block are mapped to distinct input gates of Vi . For example, suppose that we pick
an arbitrary representative c*i from each Vi and encode in the database the partition
of the input variables of the circuit by a relation P=[(a, c*i ) | a # Vi , i=1, ..., r];
then �i=�j [P(xij , c*i ) 7 (�l{ j (cC(xij , xil))]. In the other direction, it is not
clear that first-order queries under parameter v are in AW[P], for the same reason
as we described in the case of positive queries: The definition of AW[P] (and the
other W and AW classes) puts all the quantification in the front. While we can
always transform a formula into prenex normal form (and in the parameter q case,
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we can also put the quantifier-free part in disjunctive or conjunctive normal form
at the cost exponential in q), in general this transformation does not preserve the
number of v variables. (Of course, one could define yet another class with such
``interspersed'' quantification that reuses variables��but we will refrain from doing
this in the absence of a wealth of natural complete problems.) For first-order
queries in prenex normal form under parameter v we can show completeness for
AW[SAT] (the alternating extension of W[SAT]), adapting along the same lines
the proof of Theorem 1 for the prenex positive queries.

For recursive query languages like fixpoint logic and Datalog, the exponential
dependence on the query size is actually provable without complexity assumptions.
Vardi showed in [16] that there are fixpoint queries (and similarly, the same holds
along the same lines for Datalog queries) of size polynomial in k that can be com-
puted in time nk, but not in nk&1; i.e., the query size is provably inherently in the
exponent in this case. This holds even if the database (EDB) relations have all fixed
arity, although in the Datalog case the IDB relation does not (it has arity O(k)).

If we restrict all EDB and IDB relations in Datalog to have fixed arity (inde-
pendent of the parameter), then Datalog is in W[1] (and thus W[1]-complete) for
both parameters. To see this, use the ordinary bottom-up evaluation algorithm for
Datalog that applies repeatedly the rules until a fixpoint is reached. If the maximum
arity is r, then every IDB relation has at most nr tuples and a fixpoint is reached
in nr stages. In each stage we need to compute for each rule a conjunctive query
with at most v variables; by Theorem 1 the decision version of this problem is in
W[1]. Thus, the evaluation of a Datalog query with fixed arity relations reduces
to a polynomial number of W[1] problems, and hence, it is in W[1].

Can we prove for the first-order languages an unconditional result, as in the case
of recursive languages? At present, this is not possible without resolving at the same
time some of the classical conjectures in complexity theory. Recall that the com-
bined complexity of conjunctive and positive queries is NP and of first-order
queries is PSPACE. Hence, in the unlikely event that P=NP or P=PSPACE,
these query languages would be tractable. By contrast, the combined complexity of
fixpoint logic and Datalog is EXPTIME-complete and it is known that
P{EXPTIME by the Time Hierarchy Theorem.

5. A TRACTABLE CASE

Is there a nontrivial class of queries that is parametrically tractable? Even some
simple queries that involve joins are NP-complete in combined complexity and, as
we saw, probably parametrically intractable as well. Acyclic joins with projection
and selection form the major exception to this. We will show in this section a non-
trivial extension of that result.

Consider a conjunctive query Q:

G(t0) � Ri1
(t1), ..., Ris

(ts).

Let V be the set of variables of Q. Form a hypergraph H with set of nodes V and
with a hyperedge for every atom in the body of Q which contains the variables that
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occur in the atom. The query Q is called acyclic if the hypergraph H is acyclic (see,
e.g., [15] for the definition and properties of acyclic hypergraphs). We can evaluate
the query Q as follows. For every atom Rij

(tj) in the body of Q, let Uj be the set
of variables that occur in tj . Compute a relation Sj over the set of attributes Uj

whose tuples are the instantiations of the variables which map tj to a tuple in Rij
.

Sj can be computed by performing appropriate selections and projection on Rij
,

namely S j=?Uj
_Fj

(R ij
), where the selection Fj selects those tuples of Rij

which (i)
agree with tj in positions where tj has a constant and (ii) have equal entries in posi-
tions in which tj has the same variable. The projection on Uj just keeps one copy
for each variable. Let Z be the set of attributes corresponding to the variables of
the tuple t0 in the head. Compute S*=?Z (S1 � } } } � Ss) from which we can easily
construct the result of the query Q(d )=[{(t0) | { # S*]. If Q is acyclic, this evalua-
tion can be done in time polynomial in the size of the input database d and the out-
put Q(d ) [18]. If we only want to check whether Q(d ) is empty or whether a
specific given tuple t is in Q(d ), we can do it in time polynomial in the size of d
(substitute the constants of t in the body of the rule and evaluate the resulting
query which will be either empty or contain one tuple, t).

Suppose now that in the body of the conjunctive query we have, in addition to
the relational atoms, inequality atoms xi {xj or xi {c between the variables or
variables and constants. In this case the query evaluation algorithm would nor-
mally include in the hypergraph also edges (xi , xj) corresponding to the inequalities
between the variables (see [15]). However, inclusion of these edges destroys
acyclicity even in very simple cases. Some examples: Find the employees that work
on more than one project: G(e) � EP(e, p), EP(e, p$), p{ p$, where EP is the
employee�project relation. Find the students that take courses outside their depart-
ment: G(s) � SD(s, d ), SC(s, c), CD(c, d $), d{d $. Of course, in general we may
have more complicated queries with multiple relations and the relations may not be
binary (i.e., a genuine hypergraph).

Suppose that we have a conjunctive query with inequalities and that the hyper-
graph defined by considering only the relational atoms is acyclic. We call this an
acyclic query with inequalities. Is the combined complexity still polynomial? Unfor-
tunately, not: the problem becomes NP-complete. For example, the Hamiltonian
path problem can be easily reduced to it. Given a graph (V, E), let Q be the query
G � E(x1 , x2), E(x2 , x3), ..., E(xn&1 , xn), x1 {x2 , x1 {x3 , ..., xn&1 {xn . The goal
proposition (0-ary relation) G is true iff the graph is Hamiltonian. Here the query
is as big as the database. However, in the more interesting case where the query is
``small,'' the problem remains tractable, but now in the fixed parameter (f.p.) sense.

Theorem 2. The class of acyclic conjunctive queries with inequalities is f.p. trac-
table, both with respect to the query size and the number of variables as the
parameter. Furthermore, we can evaluate such a query in f.p. polynomial time in the
input and the output.

A special case is the problem of finding simple paths of a specified length k in a
graph. This problem was proved f.p. tractable by Monien [12], and an improved
algorithm was given in [3] using an elegant ``color-coding'' (hashing) technique.
Our algorithm combines this technique with acyclic query processing techniques.
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The basic idea is to hash the domain D into a smaller domain (with the size
bounded by the number of variables) and to use the hash values to check
inequalities, while using the original values to check equality on the join attributes.
Let Q be an acyclic query with inequalities, and let H=(V, E) be its hypergraph.
Partition the inequality atoms of Q into the set I1 of atoms xi {xj such that the
variables x i , xj do not occur together in any hyperedge (relational atom), and the
set I2 of the remaining atoms (x i {c and x i {x j such that x i , xj are in a common
hyperedge). Let V1 be the set of variables that occur in I1 and let k=|V1 |. Let h
be a function that maps the domain D to the set [1, ..., k]. Consider an instantia-
tion { of the variables. We say that { is consistent with h if for every inequality
xi {xj of I1 we have h({(xi)){h({(x j)); clearly this implies also that {(x i){{(xj),
but not necessarily vice versa. The instantiation { is satisfying if it satisfies all the
(relational and inequality) atoms in the body of Q. Let 3h be the set of all consis-
tent satisfying instantiations, and let Qh (d )=[{(t0) | { # 3h].

Fix a function h: D � [1, ..., k]. We describe an f.p. polynomial time algorithm
that decides whether there is a consistent satisfying instantiation { and computes
Qh (d ). First, compute for each relational atom Rij

(t j) of Q a corresponding relation
Sj=?Uj

_Fj
(Rij

) over the set of attributes Uj (the variables that appear in t j), where
the selection F j reflects as before (i) the constants that occur in the tuple tj , (ii) the
equalities between different positions of tj , and in addition, it incorporates (iii) the
inequality atoms xi {c such that xi # Uj and (iv) the inequalities xi {xl such that
both xi , xl are in Uj .

Let V$1 be a set of new attributes corresponding to V1 . The domain of these new
attributes is [1, ..., k]. If X�V is a set of (original) variables, we use X$ to denote
the set of new attributes [x$i | xi # X & V1]. If t is a tuple over X, we can extend it
to a tuple over XX$ by letting t[x$i]=h(t[xi]) for each x$i # X$. Extend in this man-
ner each relation Sj to a relation S$j over the set of attributes UjU$j ; note that S$j has
the same number of tuples as Sj and the new attributes take values in [1, ..., k]. The
algorithm is conceptually simple: For the emptiness problem, in essence what we
will compute is the selection on inequalities [x$i {x$l | xi {xl # I1] of the projection
on V$1 of the join of the relations S$j . This join is acyclic, so the projection can be
computed by the algorithm of [18] in time polynomial in its size, which is at most
kk since the new attributes have domain of size k. The selections and projections
can be pushed inside the join for further efficiency (though the worst case account-
ing will still have a factor kk). We proceed with the details of the algorithm.

Let T be a join forest for H. Recall that this is a forest which has the hyperedges
as its nodes, and with the property that for every attribute xi , the set of nodes of
T (i.e., hyperedges of H) that contain xi form a connected subgraph (i.e., a subtree)
Ti . We assume without loss of generality in the following that T is a tree (otherwise,
for example, we can add additional edges to form a tree).

Root the tree at some node. For each node j of T, let T[ j] denote the subtree
rooted at j, and let at(T[ j]) be the set of attributes that appear at the nodes of
T[ j]. From the definition of a join tree, if a variable appears in T[ j] but does not
belong to Uj , then it must appear in exactly one proper subtree of T[ j] rooted at
a child of j. Let Wj be the set of variables xi # V1&U j such that xi appears in
T[ j]��hence in a unique proper subtree rooted at a child of node j��and there is
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an inequality xi {xl of I1 such that xl does not occur in the same proper subtree.
In other words, node j separates the subtree Ti corresponding to the attribute xi

from the subtree Tl corresponding to the attribute xl . Let Yj=U jU$jW$j .

Lemma 1. The attribute sets Yj form an acyclic hypergraph with the same tree T
as its join tree.

Proof. The join tree property holds obviously for the original attributes xi # V
(because T is a join tree for the attribute sets Uj). For a new attribute x$i # V$1 , the
set of nodes j such that Yj contains x$i consists of the subtree Ti (of nodes that con-
tain xi), along with the path from the root of Ti up to its lowest ancestor node w
such that T[w] (the subtree rooted at w) intersects all the subtrees Tl correspond-
ing to attributes xl that participate in inequality atoms xi {x l with xi . K

To test if Qh (d)=<, we perform a bottom-up pass of the tree T as follows.

Algorithm 1 (Emptiness test).

1. Initialize for each node j # T a relation Pj :=S$j .

2. Process all the nodes except the root in bottom-up order of T as follows.
To process node j of T with parent u, compute Pu :=_F (Pu � ?Yj & Yu

(P j)), where F
is the conjunction of the inequalities x$i {x$l such that x$i # Yj&U$u and x$l belongs
to the attribute set of Pu at this point but not to Yj . If Pu=< then quit and report
Qh (d )=<.

3. If all nodes are processed successfully, then report Qh (d ){<.

Lemma 2. If Algorithm 1 quits in Step 2 then Qh (d )=<. If it succeeds, then
Qh (d ){<, and the join of the Pu 's is a relation over the attribute set VV$1 that con-
sists of all tuples {{$1 such that { is a satisfying instantiation that is consistent with
h and {$1 is the extension of { to V$1 .

Proof. Consider the executions of Step 2. Let u be a node, let Cu (t) be the set
of its children that have been processed up to the tth execution of Step 2, and let
Xu (t)=Uu _ [at(T[m]) | m # Cu (t)] be the set of variables that occur in u and the
subtrees T[m] of the processed children m # Cu (t). As each child m of u gets pro-
cessed, the relation Pu is augmented with some new attributes, namely the
attributes in Ym&U$u ; these are the attributes x$i # W$u such that the proper subtree
of u that contains xi is the subtree T[m] rooted at the child m. If Pu (t) denotes
the relation Pu at his point, its set of attributes is at(Pu (t))=UuU$u _ [W$u & Ym |
m # Cu (t)]. Let Mu (t) be the set of instantiations { for the variables of Xu (t) that
satisfy all relational atoms and inequalities of I2 corresponding to u and nodes of
the subtrees T[m], m # Cu (t) and that are consistent with h for the inequalities in
I1 involving only attributes of Xu (t), and let M$u (t) be the extension of Mu (t) to the
set of attributes Xu (t) X$u (t).

Then we claim that the relation Pu (t) at this point is equal to the projection of
M$u (t) on at(Pu (t)). This can be shown by induction on the number t of executions
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of Step 2. Initially, Cu (0)=< for all u, Xu (0)=Uu , Mu (0)=Su , and Step 1
initializes Pu appropriately to S$u=M$u (0).

Assume that the claim holds up to the t th execution and that we process the next
node j with parent u. The new set Xu (t+1) is the union of the old set Xu (t) with
Xj (t)=at(T[ j]). We claim that M$u (t+1)=_F (M$u (t) � M$j (t)), where F is the
conjunction of the inequalities x$i {x$l such that x$i # Yj&U$u (equivalently,
xi # Xj (t)&Xu (t)) and x$l # at(Pu (t))&Yj (equivalently, xl # Xu (t)&Xj (t)). Clearly,
an instantiation { of the variables of Xu (t+1) satisfies all the relational atoms of
u and the subtrees T[m], m # Cu (t+1) of the processed children, iff it satisfies
these atoms for T[ j] and the previously processed children T[m], m # Cu (t). Also,
if an inequality atom involves only variables from Xu (t+1), then either (i) all its
variables belong to Xu (t), or (ii) to X j (t), or (iii) it is of the form xi {xl , where
xi # Xj (t)&Xu (t) and xl # Xu (t)&Xj (t). In the first two cases, consistency of the
instantiation with h for the inequality atom is checked within M$u (t) and M$j (t),
respectively, and in the last case it is checked explicitly that x$i {x$l .

Note that the intersection of the attributes of M$u (t) and M$j (t) is contained in
Uu U$u & Uj U$j �Yu & Yj . Since M$u (t+1)=_F (M$u (t) � M$j (t)) it follows from the
induction hypothesis that Pu (t+1)=_F (Pu (t) � ?Yj & Yu

(Pj (t)) is the projection of
M$u (t+1), as claimed.

If the algorithm quits at some point t, then Pu (t)=< which implies M$u (t)=<,
and thus there is no consistent satisfying instantiation. If all nodes are processed
successfully, then each final Pu is a relation over the set of attributes Yu , and their
join is a relation over all the attributes VV$1 . Clearly, by the above claim, the join
contains all the tuples {{$1 , where { is a satisfying consistent instantiation and {$1 its
extension to V$1 . The converse is also true; i.e., the join contains no more tuples,
because obviously the variables of each relational atom or inequality of I2 are con-
tained in the corresponding Yu , and for each inequality atom x i {x l of I1 , the
corresponding new variables x$i , x$l are contained in some common Yu (namely, the
Y set of the node u that is the least common ancestor of the subtrees Ti , Tl). K

To compute Qh (d ) (if it is not empty), we proceed as follows. Algorithm 1 has
taken care of all the inequalities. By Lemma 2, the join of the final Pu 's gives us the
set 3h of all the consistent satisfying instantiations of the variables, which yields the
query answer Qh (d )=[{(t0) | { # 3h]. We do not actually want to compute the join
because it could be exponentially larger than the answer and the input database.
Let Z be the set of variables that appear in the tuple t0 of the head. We only need
to compute instead the projection P*=?Z (P1 � } } } Ps); the query answer then is
Qh (d )=[{(t0) | { # P*] and has the same cardinality as P*. By Lemma 1, the
attribute sets of the Pj 's form an acyclic hypergraph with T as a join tree. So the
projection of the join can be computed in polynomial time. We do a two-pass algo-
rithm over the tree: first a downward pass that removes dangling tuples via semi-
joins, followed by an upward pass that performs the joins and projections.

Algorithm 2 (Evaluation of Qh (d )).

1. Process all the nodes except the root in top-down order of T. For each
node j with parent u, set Pj :=Pj _ Pu .
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2. Process all the nodes except the root in bottom-up order of T. For each
node j with parent u, set Pu :=Pu � ?Zj

(Pj), where Zj=(Yj & Yu) _ (Z & at(T[ j])).

3. At the root r, compute P* :=?Z (Pr), and return Qh (d) :=[{(t0) | { # P*].

After Algorithm 1, the relation Pu of each node u is join-consistent with the rela-
tion Pj of each child j, i.e., Pu=?Yu

(Pu � Pj), because this is enforced when j gets
processed, and after that point Pj stays the same and Pu can only lose tuples. Step 1
of Algorithm 2 enforces join consistency also in the opposite direction, i.e.,
Pj=?Yj

(Pu � Pj). After this, the relations are pairwise consistent and thus globally
consistent, i.e., Pu=?Yu

(P1 } } } Ps) for all u (every tuple participates in the join).
Step 2 extends for each node u the relation Pu with the attributes of Z that appear
in the subtree T[u], and Step 3 computes the answer Qh (d ).

We have outlined so far how to determine for a given function h whether there
is a satisfying instantiation that is consistent with h (i.e., whether Qh (d ){<) and
how to compute Qh (d ). Given a query Q and database d, how do we pick h?

Suppose there is a satisfying instantiation { for the given query Q and database
d and let l be the number of distinct values assumed by the variables in V1 , i.e.,
l=|{(V1)|. Then { is consistent with at least a fraction l!�lk>e&k of the functions
h from D to [1, ..., k]. Thus, trying out a set of O(ek) random functions h will deter-
mine with high probability whether Q(d )=<. Formally, for every positive number
c, if we run Algorithm 1 c } ek times, each time choosing a random function h and
at the end declaring Q(d ) to be empty iff all runs fail, then the answer is correct
with probability at least 1&e&c. Clearly, on the one hand, if a run for some h suc-
ceeds then Qh (d ){< and, hence, also Q(d ){<. On the other hand, if Q(d) is not
empty, there is a satisfying truth assignment {; thus every run has probability at
least e&k that it will choose an h that is consistent with { and succeed, so the prob-
ability that all runs fail is no more than (1&e&k)cek

� e&c.
For a deterministic algorithm and to compute Q(d ), we can use a k-perfect family

F of hash functions, i.e., a family F which has the property that for every subset S
of k (or less) elements of D, there is a h # F that hashes S into distinct values. One
can construct such a family F with 2O(k) log |D| hash functions that can be
evaluated in constant time (see [3] and the references therein). Then Q(d )=
�h # F Qh (d ).

We discuss now the time complexity of the algorithm. Fix a function h, and con-
sider Algorithm 1. Each relation Sj (and its extension S$j) has at most as many
tuples as the corresponding database relation Rij

and can be easily constructed from
it. Thus, the initial versions of the relations Pj constructed in Step 1 of Algorithm 1
have in total size at most q |d | and can be constructed in the same amount of time.
In Step 2, each relation Pu is augmented with additional columns of W$u as the
children of u are processed; every tuple of the new Pu is derived from an old tuple
and values for the new attributes, whose domain is [1, ..., k]. Thus, the number of
tuples of Pu increases at most by a factor of k |Wu|�kk. Thus, the total size of
all the Pj is bounded always by qkk |d |. The joins of Step 2 can be performed, for
example, by sorting the two relations on the join attributes and merging. Thus, the
time for Step 2 is at most 7u |Pu | log |Pu | degree(u), and the complexity of
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Algorithm 1 for a given h is bounded by O(kkqn log n), where n is the size of the
input database. Running the algorithm for several functions h, we can determine
whether Q(d ) is empty (or whether a specific given tuple t belongs to Q(d )), in
randomized time O(g(v) qn log n) with high probability, or deterministically in time
O(g(v) qn log2 n), where g(v)=2O(v log v).

Algorithm 2 performs the projection of an acyclic join of the relations Pu , which
in total have size bounded by qkkn. If m=|Q(d)| is the size of the output, then each
relation Pu grows at worst by a factor of m during the joins of Step 2 (see, e.g., [15,
19] for the details), and hence, Algorithm 2 for a given h takes time bounded by
O(kkqmn log n). Running the algorithm for the functions h of a k-perfect family we
can compute Q(d ) in time O(g(v) qmn log2 n), where g(v)=2O(v log v). This con-
cludes the proof of Theorem 2. K

If the parameter is q, the query size, the same theorem holds in the case where,
instead of a conjunction of inequalities in the body of the query, we have an
arbitrary Boolean formula , built from inequality atoms using 6 and 7. The
method is similar��we only sketch it briefly. We use again hash functions h and
introduce new attributes for all the variables that appear in , which we use to check
the condition ,. The size k of the range of h is, in general, taken now to be the sum
of the number of variables and the number of constants that appear in the
inequalities of ,; clearly k�q. The main difference now is that we may not be able
to push the selection on the inequality constraints down in the tree, as we did in
the case of a conjunctive ,.

The same theorem is true if the parameter is v, the number of variables, provided
that the atoms xi {c appear only conjunctively, i.e., if we have a formula , that is
a conjunction of inequalities xi {c, together with an arbitrary formula built from
inequality atoms xi {xj using 6 and 7. In this case, we can incorporate the
inequalities xi {c directly in the computation of the relations Sj from the database
relations Rij

and proceed with the rest of the formula , (which has no constants)
as above. The range k of the hash function is still bounded by the parameter v.
However, if the inequalities between variables and constants are combined
arbitrarily using 6 and 7, then in general the sum of the numbers of variables and
constants that appear in , may not be bounded by any function of v. In fact, in this
case the problem is not anymore f.p. tractable with respect to the parameter v; it
becomes W[SAT]-complete. The proof is as in Theorem 1 for the parameter v case
of positive queries in prenex normal form (replacing in the hardness proof every
equality y=i by a conjunction of inequalities �c # D&[i] ( y{c)).

Comparison Constraints

Can we extend the result to acyclic conjunctive queries with comparisons (< or
�) between variables or variables and constants? Example: Find the employees
that have higher salary than their manager G(e) � EM(e, m), ES(e, s), ES(m, s$),
s$<s. First, note that trivially any equality x= y can be expressed as the conjunc-
tion of the two weak inequalities x� y and y�x, so the question makes sense
only if we first identify equal variables; otherwise, we can express trivially any
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conjunctive query by a set of atoms with disjoint variables and equalities. Given a
conjunctive query Q with a set C of comparison atoms, we must first determine
if C is consistent and find the implied equalities between variables and
constants, which we then collapse. This can be done (for dense orders) by
forming a graph whose nodes are the variables and constants in C, with a directed
arc u � w between two nodes u, w labeled < or � if C contains the corresponding
constraint u<w or u�w or u, w are constants with u<w. The system is consistent
iff there is no strongly connected component that contains a < arc, and the implied
equalities are that all nodes of the same strong component are equal (see, e.g.,
[10]). Let Q$ be the resulting query after collapsing equal variables and constants
of Q, and C$ its set of comparison constraints (which is now acyclic). We say that
the query Q with comparisons is acyclic if the hypergraph corresponding to the
relational atoms in the body of Q$ is acyclic. Can we evaluate such a query in f.p.
polynomial time? Unfortunately, not.

Theorem 3. The class of acyclic conjunctive queries with comparisons is
W[1]-complete with respect to both parameters q and v.

Proof. Membership in W[1] follows from Theorem 1. For the hardness we
reduce from the clique problem. Let (G, k) be an instance of the clique
problem, where G has n nodes numbered 0, ..., n&1, and assume for notational
convenience that every node has a self-loop. For all edges (i, j) of G and for
b=0, 1, let [i, j, b] denote the integer (i+ j) n3+|i& j | n2+bn+i. We construct a
database with two binary relations P, R. The relation P consists of the tuples
([i, j, 0], [i, j, 1]) for all edges (i, j) of G. The relation R consists of the tuples
([i, j, 1], [i, j $, 0]) for all i, j, j $. The query Q is

S � �
1�i, j�k

P(xij , x$ij), �
1�i, j, l= j+1�k

R(x$ij , x il), �
1�i< j�k

xij<xji<x$ij .

Note that the query uses only strict comparisons, and the graph of the comparisons
is clearly acyclic. The hypergraph of the query is a graph that consists of paths
with alternating P and R edges. There are k paths, where the i th path is
xi1 , x$i1 , xi2 , x$i2 , ..., x ik , x$ik .

We claim that the goal proposition S is true (Q is nonempty) iff G has a clique
of size k. Suppose first that G has a clique of size k consisting of the nodes v1 , ..., vk

in that order. Then let xij=[vi , vj , 0] and x$ij=[vi , v j , 1]. From the definitions of
P and R, the relational atoms of the query are satisfied. As for the comparisons, a
straightforward substitution gives xji&xij=vj&vi ; thus, x ij<xji for i< j follows
from vi<vj . Also, x$ij&x ji=n+v i&vj>0.

Conversely, suppose that the query has a satisfying instantiation { of the
variables. Because of the P and R edges of the query graph, { must map nodes on
each path to triples with the same first component. Let v1 , ..., vk be the first com-
ponents of the images of the nodes on the k paths (in that order); i.e., the nodes
of the i th path are mapped to triples of the form [vi , } , } ]. From the definition of
P and because of the atom P(xij , x$ij), a variable x ij must map to a tuple with first
component vi and third component 0, and the variable x$ij must map to the tuple
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with a first component also vi , the same second component, and the third compo-
nent 1. Consider two distinct indices i< j, and let the images of xij , x$ij , x ji , x$ji
respectively be [vi , v$j , 0], [vi , v$j , 1], [vj , v$i , 0], [v j , v$i , 1]. We will show that vi=v$i
and vj=v$j . The inequality xij<xji<x$ij implies (vi+v$j) n3+|vi&v$j | n2+vi<
(vj+v$i)n3+|v j&v$i | n2+vj<(vi+v$j) n3+|vi&v$j | n2+n+v i . From the leading n3

terms in the three expressions we conclude that the coefficients are equal,

vi+v$j=vj+v$i . (1)

Given that the n3 terms equal, the next terms involving n2 yield that their coef-
ficients must be also equal,

|vi&v$j |=|vj&v$i |. (2)

From the first inequality we get then also

vi<vj . (3)

Equation (2) implies that either vi&v$j=vj&v$i or vi&v$j=v$i&vj . The first
case combined with (1) yields vi=vj , contradicting (3). Thus, we must have
vi&v$j=v$i&vj , which combined with (1) implies that vi=v$i and v j=v$j . That is, xij

is mapped to [vi , vj , 0] and x$ij to [vi , vj , 1]. From the atom P(x ij , x$ij) and the
definition of P, we conclude that there is an edge (vi , vj). Therefore, the nodes
v1 , ..., vk are distinct and pairwise adjacent; thus they form a clique of size k. K

Note that the theorem holds even in rather restricted cases (for binary relations,
path queries, only < constraints, etc.).
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